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Request for Proposal No. 3157– Oracle HCM Managed Services

Statement of Confidentiality
The information contained in this RFP Response is considered the proprietary and confidential information of eVerge, LLC
(“eVerge”). This RFP Response includes descriptions of methodologies and concepts derived through substantial
research and development efforts undertaken by eVerge for the past twenty-five years. The use or release of the
information contained in this RFP Response for purposes other than an evaluation of its contents as a basis for contract
award is strictly prohibited.
No part of this proposal may be reproduced by any means or transmitted without the prior written permission of eVerge,
except that you may make or transmit copies internally for the purpose of evaluating this proposal. In the event that
eVerge is not selected for the contract award, all copies and partial copies of this RFP Response must be returned to
eVerge or destroyed, at eVerge’s option, and any accompanying electronic copies must be destroyed at the end of the
proposal evaluation period. For materials destroyed, you shall certify in writing to eVerge that all copies and partial
copies have been destroyed.
Neither submission by eVerge nor your acceptance of this proposal, in whole or in part, constitutes acceptance by eVerge
of any contractual terms contained in your Request for RFP Response, if any, and shall not form a binding agreement
between the parties. Only a mutually-acceptable agreement executed by both parties will be considered a binding
agreement. Except as set forth in such binding agreement, eVerge makes no representations or warranties to you.
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1 – Cover Letter
Mr. Chris Teague,
Thank you for the opportunity to present this proposal for the managed services (support) activities for Oracle’s HCM
Cloud solution which encompasses application and business process support, plan & configuration enhancements,
integration support, account oversight, proactive application/functionality update reviews, testing, training and
deployment for the current install of the Districts Oracle HCM Cloud applications.
Our response provides technical and functional managed services, best-practice and product feature advice and general
consulting services for all HCM modules including Payroll, Benefits, HR, Absence Management, and Employee Self Service.
eVerge is also aware of the additional functionality implementations that are expected for HCM Cloud modules to include
cloud Learn, Compensation, Onboarding, and Manager Self-service.
The eVerge approach to managed services for Oracle HCM Cloud offers the District the flexibility it needs to address
issues as they arise yet be pro-active in taking advantage of a software development life cycle that is constantly offering
enhancements.
Our proposed managed support approach offers two main components:
1) Advisory Services (account management)
2) Support and Application Enhancement Services
Advisory Services provides District with a single point of contact that will manage all aspects of support and advisory
services throughout the life of the agreement. Advisory Services provides the District with experienced eVerge HCM
Cloud account leadership. Support Services provides access to the experienced eVerge HCM Cloud practice consultants
to be used at the direction of the District over the term of the agreement.
Our relationship with Oracle and other key vendors helps us provide the most enduring application solutions for our
customers in many ways through our corporate leadership and Platinum Cloud Select Partner Status which requires high
levels of sales, pre-sales, implementation and support certifications with Oracle along with high client satisfaction
references. eVerge and our consultants offer many unique advantages. We have the most recent and extensive Oracle
Cloud implementation experience in the consulting market.
Why eVerge is Uniquely Qualified to Work with the District?
 eVerge has been a proven partner with the District for the past two years supporting the current install of oracle
HCM Cloud
 eVerge has a proven support approach, executive leadership and Project Management team that will be
leveraged for this support offering.
 eVerge is an organization with impeccable integrity, customer satisfaction and references.
 eVerge is a Go-To Partner within the Oracle HCM Cloud sales and product development community, and a
certified Oracle Platinum/Cloud Select partner.
 eVerge is an HCM Cloud customer and uses the solution with Payroll for our global operations.
 eVerge leverages Oracle Service Cloud as the support ‘portal’ to manage our customers support requests and
tickets.
 eVerge has successfully deployed and supported Oracle HCM Cloud globally for many organizations that
represent common challenges and transformation objectives that District has presented and described.
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eVerge Group, LLC corporate offices are located at 4965 Preston Park Blvd, Suite 700, Plano TX 75093. The following
individuals will be authorized to make representations and primary engagement contact for the implementation being
proposed:



Bob Moser, Director, HCM Cloud, 817-980-3586, Bob.Moser@evergegroup.com
Pam Thoni, Director, HCM Cloud, 949-923-9348, Pam.Thoni@evergegroup.com

The following individuals are authorized to negotiate and contractually obligate the organization:



Esteban Neely, President, 972-398-5901, Esteban.Neely@evergegroup.com
Kirsty Johnson, Accounting Manager, 972-398-5938, Kirsty.Johnson@evergegroup.com

Our experience will continue provide the District with a successful support model that allows you control the HCM Cloud
support objectives. We have consultants with years of Oracle HCM Cloud experience working to deploy existing and
new HCM Cloud functionality with the latest technologies. We encourage you to reach out to the Oracle HCM Cloud
Development Center of Excellence (COE) and check the strength of our partnership with Oracle. eVerge will be happy to
provide you with contacts within Oracle that will provide strong feedback as to our qualifications and commitment to
excellence.
We look forward to the opportunity to share further information and work with the Districts team to further refine the
approach that meets the needs of Eastern Municipal Water District. eVerge is absolutely committed to your success and
welcomes any questions you may have about the content of this proposal. When you entrust eVerge Group to be your
partner, you can be assured that the results you expect will be delivered – as promised!
This response is valid for a period of ninety (90) days.
Sincerely,

Bob Moser
Bob Moser, Director, Oracle HCM Cloud Practice

4965 Preston Park Blvd., Ste. 700
Plano, TX 75093
www.evergegroup.com
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2 – Executive Summary
Founded in 1993, eVerge, a Platinum Oracle Partner, is a privately held Texas limited liability company that has focused
on Oracle solutions (including Oracle Cloud ERP and HCM, Oracle Business Intelligence Applications, EPM, CX and MDM),
delivering full life-cycle implementations, project management services and expert functional and technical consulting
resources to a diverse customer community. eVerge Group has implemented solutions systems in some of the most
prominent government, education, and commercial organizations across the United States.
Our Mission:
Our mission is to become a trusted advisor to our clients by providing a combination of strategic, functional and technical
consulting expertise. The eVerge business model supports this directive by focusing on delivering innovative solutions
and enabling customer to become self-sufficient in maintaining and extending those solutions. Our commitment to this
end is evidenced by the long standing and trust-based relationships we have established with our clients.
Our Culture:
eVerge is an extremely stable organization with low turnover, solid financial status and an excellent outlook for
sustained growth. Our partnership with Oracle continues to grow stronger and our associates are hardworking and
dedicated individuals.
eVerge is an entrepreneurial-spirited company that strives to provide a flexible, challenging and rewarding environment
for our employees and associates. We only hire experienced resources, which allow us to provide the best team of
consultants to our customers. This has worked extremely well for us in the past and has become a part of our
entrepreneurial culture.
Consulting services are not just a segment of our business. Consulting services and the continuous process of improving
the efficiency and quality of how we deliver them are the core focus of the eVerge team. Our executive team and
administrative support areas are totally dedicated to the growth and performance of our consulting operations.
eVerge’ s internal investment of money and time are all targeted towards the improvement of the product that we
deliver – consulting services. We strive to remain on the leading edge of technology adoption to accomplish our goals.
We are passionate about pushing the envelope, never under-investing, and continuously driving a culture that allows
our consulting services model to be about more than just a resource and a billing rate.
eVerge has a solid history of delivering results. Our proven track record is supported by hundreds of successful software
implementations and upgrades. Through a combination of technical and functional expertise, eVerge ensures that
clients realize the full benefit of the software's functionality. Our proven best practices and experienced consultants
combined with our relentless commitment to excellence, ensures unparalleled customer satisfaction.
eVerge delivers the highest quality Oracle Cloud HCM implementation and integration services in a rapid, cost-effective
manner. Averaging more than 25 years' experience, our consultants represent some of the very best in the industry.
eVerge’s qualifications are unmatched:





Implementing HCM applications since 1993
Cloud Certified Implementation Specialists
Recognized by Oracle as a leader in Cloud HCM integration
Frequently a speaker on Cloud HCM at Oracle and industry events

Cloud Excellence Implementer (CEI) Initiative
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eVerge was one of the inaugural Oracle partners to earn CEI certification for Oracle
HCM Cloud Core Hr., HCM Payroll, Service Cloud and Sales Cloud. The Oracle Cloud
Excellence Implementer (CEI) Program is focused on driving customer success with
Oracle Software as a Service (SaaS) products. This program identifies, recognizes, and
differentiates highly qualified consulting firms that demonstrate ongoing expertise,
successful track records, and superior customer satisfaction in Oracle Cloud implementations by specified geography
and cloud service module.
eVerge has achieved and maintained our HCM Cloud specializations as indicted by the ‘badges’ below from Oracle.

eVerge has completed over 35 Oracle Cloud HR implementations since we began implementing Oracle Cloud almost
seven (7) years ago (January 1, 2012). Many of these customers represent full life cycle implementations (HCM Cloud
Suite), global, payroll and across many industries in both the commercial and public sector space. Our HCM Cloud
customers represent manufacturing, oil & gas, finance, construction & engineering and public sector.
eVerge HCM Cloud Practice Customer Sampling
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eVerge has approximately 200 resources located within the US and India. All of our US based resources are located and
based all across the US. The majority of our leadership team is based in Dallas, TX where our corporate headquarters is
located. Our India division and resources are located in Bangalore India and are employees of eVerge Group. eVerge
always tries to staff local resources when possible but we first and foremost want to provide the most qualified
resources to our customers.
The following organization chart outlines the current eVerge Group leadership structure:
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3 – Statement of Qualifications and Experience
3a – Qualifications and Experience (Firm and Personnel)
eVerge group has been an oracle platinum partner for over a decade at this point which is a recognition awarded to
fewer than 5% of the partners in the oracle community. eVerge Group is also a certified Cloud Excellence Implementer
(CEI) and was one of the first organizations to achieve this recognition. Our consulting resources are required to achieve
and remain certified within their respective areas of expertise as well.
eVerge continues to grow our customer base of managed support customers across all of our practices. Within the HCM
Cloud practice we have over 10 customers that we have long term managed support agreements with and a strong track
record of renewing those partnerships. Within the past few months we have added 2 more organizations to this
growing list including Diamond Offshore and the Acushnet Company.
One of our strengths as a partner is we do much more than Oracle HCM Cloud. We have practices that cover
implementation and support services from the back office to the front and all based on oracle applications and
technologies.
With resources in the US and India eVerge can and will provide 24-hour coverage and support for our customers that
require this level of attention. eVerge has been implementing and supporting HCM Cloud customers for the past 7 years
when HCM Cloud became generally available.
eVerge is constantly investing in new functionality and technology related to Oracle HCM Cloud. As oracle deploys more
solutions and ongoing enhancements eVerge is enabling our resources to be able to provide those implementation
services to our customers. This can include new mobility features, chatbots, recruiting and onboarding (ORC), learn,
help desk, health and safety, etc. We have customers that have been taking advantage of this newer functionality
especially with respect to cloud learn, recruiting and onboarding.
eVerge assigns all of our managed support customers with a single point of contact in order to provide stability ongoing
insight into your organization. Our support account managers are responsible for conducting frequent status meetings
in order to discuss ongoing efforts, support requests, strategic planning to address new enhancements, quarterly
updates, testing requirements, business objectives and more. eVerge leverages oracle Sales Cloud to manage our
support customers ticketing requests and have the flexibility to adopt your processes and tools if that is a requirement.
All of our consulting resources are subject to the Districts requirement for background checks and internal data security
policies and procedures. eVerge also adheres to our own internal security protocols to ensure the safety of our
customer’s data.
eVerge will make all efforts to engage the same resources across the term of this agreement. In the event that any
personnel leave eVerge, eVerge will notify the District and immediately source a suitable replacement. Any replacement
of personnel will be conducted in accordance with a mutually agreed transition plan which provides that, among other
things, the departing personnel must be replaced by a Qualified Person. A Qualified Person shall be an individual with
equal or greater education and experience relative to the personnel that is leaving eVerge.

3b – Approach and Understanding
eVerge has been supporting the Districts install of HCM Cloud for almost two years (since April of 2017). We understand
the implementation that was completed by another SI and are very familiar with the Districts resources and current
configurations. This includes but is not limited to the existing modules of Core HR, Benefits, Absence and Payroll.
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eVerge Group also understands the Districts desire to structure support services into two primary areas:


Maintenance: support, maintenance, and upgrade fixed monthly cost or bucket of hours to be used on a
monthly basis. Hours not used in a month will be rolled over without penalty unless a fixed cost agreement is in
place. Current monthly usage is between 125-150 hours.



As-Needed HCM Managed Services / Enhancements: A bucket of 200 hours (used over a period of one year) at a
fixed per hour rate that can be used during the life of the agreement for development, enhancements, and nonoperational requests. If needed, the District may purchase additional hours at a quoted rate.

The District is asking for managed support services to cover the existing ‘implemented’ modules and the three (3) HCM
Cloud ‘pods’ used for development, test and production purposes. eVerge support activities will include (but not limited
to):














Report development and maintenance of current reports.
Platform support, troubleshooting, configuration, testing, and development activities including management of
Oracle support requests on behalf of the District.
eVerge will manage Oracle SR’s (Support Requests) on behalf of the District and provide regular status updates
as to the progress of logged SR’s
Optimization and maintenance services to include quarterly patching support.
Custom interface maintenance, support, and documentation.
Enabling and disabling features via HCM enable tool. Provide input to District staff regarding existing unused or
newly released features to ensure the business is fully utilizing the Fusion platform.
Customization or modification of fast-formulas, workflows, payroll elements, cards, and calculations.
Bi-weekly payroll, benefit, and tax generation support (please see Service Level section within the Sample
Agreement below).
Support and remediation of current integrations including general ledger, timecard, ADP, and CalPERS.
Support for all aspects of benefit processing such as Open Enrollment, life events, benefit reporting, and end-ofyear.
Annual upgrade support, configuration, testing, training, and documentation.
Year-end processing support for such activities as taxes, cost-of-living adjustment, Open Enrollment, and
Affordable Care Act reporting requirements
Product and process best-practice guidance to reduce errors, complexity, and improve product utilization.
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eVerge managed support services include both advisory and support services that complement the expectations and
requirements of the District. This includes:








A dedicated account manager who is responsible for providing biweekly or monthly touchpoint meetings with
the District.
A defined quality assurance service capability to control test management, test development, and change
management. eVerge will review and ensure that a formal instance management strategy is in place and being
adhered to.
eVerge Groups Advisory services component will provide planning and communication for areas such as:
o New features
o Upcoming releases and patches
o Process improvements and product best practices
o Year End processing
o Open Enrollment
o Appraisal Processing
o Employee Self-Service
o Compensation planning
o Learning management
o More…
eVerge will provide advisory services and best practices for HR, Payroll, Benefits, learning management,
onboarding, recruiting, self-service, reporting and analytics, and how to leverage industry relationships to
improve the efficiency of the product.
eVerge will provide introductions and relationships into the Oracle community.
eVerge will require continued access to all pods via the District’s secure VPN. Work tickets will be managed
within the District’s ticketing system. Changes are required to follow the District’s configuration management
process.

3c – Project Schedule and Availability









eVerge normal hours of support in the US are between 8 am CST and 5 pm PST.
eVerge will provide a direct email and cell phone number for the assigned account manager. District will have
direct access to your designated point of contact.
eVerge onshore (US Based) and offshore (India based) support resources will have access to the ticketing system
and will support the District around the clock in emergent situations.
eVerge will also provide District with contact information for leadership within the HCM Cloud Practice and our
organization in order to ensure that issues are being addressed and treated as such. eVerge leadership will
establish touchpoints to ensure that eVerge is delivering with the level of excellence and quality that we expect
out of our resources and our organization.
eVerge will respond to support requests between the hours of 8 am PST and 5 pm PST in the following time
frames:
o Standard Priority - within forty-eight (48) hours of ticket being logged.
o High Priority - within twenty-four (24) hours of ticket being logged.
o Emergency - within two (2) hours of ticket being logged (direct contact information and backup contact
details to be provided).
eVerge understands the need and has demonstrated in the past our ability to support emergency type issues,
commonly within payroll, through resolution in an expedient manner.
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3d – Software Capability and Compatibility
It’s not clear what the District is looking for with respect to Software Capability and Compatibility. eVerge will be happy
to address this question for the District upon clarification.
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3e – References (Exhibit A)
Proposer shall provide a minimum of three (3) Customer References with two (2) or more years’
experience with the Proposer. Local and similar size contract references are preferred.
REFERENCE #1
NAME OF FIRM

Entrust Datacard

ADDRESS

1187 Park Place

CITY, STATE,
ZIP CODE
TELEPHONE #

Shakopee, MN 55379

CONTACT

Eric Miller, Sr. Manager, HRIS

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Eric.Miller@entrustdatacard.com

PROJECT NAME

Managed Support for Core HR, Benefits, Performance Mgt, Talent Review and
Succession Planning, Taleo Business Edition Recruiting/Onboarding, and Payroll –
Starting a Cloud learn project in 2019
Active/Ongoing

COMPLETION DATE

(952) 988-1806

APPROX. COST
REFERENCE #2
NAME OF FIRM

Hoffman Construction

ADDRESS

805 SW Broadway, Suite 2100

CITY, STATE,
ZIP CODE
TELEPHONE #

Portland, OR 97205

CONTACT

Anne Bell, VP Human Resources

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Anne-Bell@Hoffmancorp.com

PROJECT NAME

Managed Support for Taleo Business Edition Recruiting & Onboarding, Core HR,
Benefits, Talent Review, Learn and Succession Planning
Active/Ongoing

COMPLETION DATE

(

)

APPROX. COST
REFERENCE #3
NAME OF FIRM

City and County of Broomfield

ADDRESS

One DesCombes Drive

CITY, STATE,
ZIP CODE
TELEPHONE #

Broomfield, CO 80020

CONTACT

Ernesto Chavez, Information Technology Director

E-MAIL ADDRESS

echavez@broomfield.org

PROJECT NAME

Managed Support for Core HR, Benefits, Payroll, Absence and Time & Labor as well
as Taleo Learn
Active/Ongoing

COMPLETION DATE

(303) 438-6201

APPROX. COST
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3f – List of Subcontractors (Exhibit B)
EXHIBIT B

LIST OF SUBCONTRACTORS
NAME UNDER WHICH
SUBCONTRACT IS
LICENSED
N/A

LICENSE
NUMBER
N/A

ADDRESS AND PHONE
NUMBER OF OFFICE, MILL OR
SHOP
N/A
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4 – Vendor Business Information (Exhibit C)
EXHIBIT C
PROPOSER’S BUSINESS INFORMATION
All proposers shall submit the information as requested below.
1. Length of time your firm has been in business: 25 Years
2. Length of time at current location: 13 Years
3. List types and business license number(s): N/A

4. California State Contractor’s License number: N/A
5. Names and titles of all officers of the firm:
Esteban Neely, CEO, President

6. Is your firm a sole proprietorship doing business under a different name?
YES
or NO
7. If yes, please indicate sole proprietorship name and the name you are doing business under:

8. Please indicate your Federal Tax Number: 75-2872461
9. Is your firm incorporated? YES

or NO

**Parent company is

10. Name and remittance address that will appear on invoices:
eVerge Group, LLC PO Box 29647, Dallas, TX 75229-9647

11. Physical Address:4965 Preston Park Blvd #700, Plano, TX 75093
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5 – Fee Schedule (Exhibit D)
EASTERN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
EXHIBIT D
PRICE FORM
RFP 3157 – ORACLE HCM MANAGED Services
Item
1

Description

Price
$183,551.20

2

1 Year HCM Maintenance Services (125 to 150 hours monthly – please
provide a total and a cost per hour). This cost represents a total of 1800
hours for a one year term.
HCM Maintenance Services above 150 hours per month (price per hour)

3

1 Year of HCM Enhancement Services (200 hours per year)

$19,269.60

4

HCM Enhancement Services above 200 hours per year (price per hour)

$98.08

$ 98.08

eVerge has included $7,000 in travel related expenses in item #1 above. This translates into approximately 4 onsite
visits. eVerge has also applied a 7% discount to the Totals in Item #1 and #3 above.
Note: The above Price for Item 1 includes multiple roles and rates that total up to 1,800 hours of support for the
amount of $176,551.20 (less the $7,000 in travel related expenses). The three (3) roles include Account Management,
Functional Support and Technical Support (offshore). All of these roles will reduce from the allotted ‘bucket’ of 1,800
hours provided when they are engaged in support activities with the District. The rate defined in Item 2 of $98.09 will
be used for services rendered only after the initial bucket of 1,800 hours is depleted – this rate is blended and derived by
dividing the total cost of the 1,800 hours ($176,551.20) by 1,800 hours.
Price(s) shall include all labor, equipment, materials, transportation, overhead, travel, profit, insurance, sales and other
taxes, licenses, incidentals, and all other related costs necessary to meet the work requirements.
The undersigned as Proposer, declares that the only persons or parties interested in this proposal is made without
collusion with any person, firm or corporation. Your signature on this document, should you be awarded the contract as
defined in this RFP, signifies that you have fully read and understood this proposal
and will comply with all specifications, conditions, unit prices, terms, and delivery of the proposal unless otherwise noted
in the “exceptions” portion of the proposal.
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6 – Additions, Deletions and/or Exceptions (Exhibit E)
eVerge has previously negotiated and executed the attached Computer Consulting Services Agreement with the District,
and suggests that it be used to govern the terms of the services which we will provide.

EMWD Agreement
No. 110003.pdf
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